Expressing likes and dislikes
To talk about your likes and dislikes, you can use these expressions.
Expressing likes:
* I like…
* I love...
* I enjoy…
Expressing dislikes:
* I don’t like…
* I dislike...
* I hate…
Examples of likes and dislikes :
Objects such as apple, banana, vegetables, pictures of certain products – soaps, shampoo etc was
shown and the participants were encouraged to express their likes and dislikes on the same.

Describing
What are some good ways to describe
* people?
* things?
* feelings?
* yourself?
* personality?
Pictures of eminent personalities, objects were shown and asked the participants to respond on the
features of the pictures.
Responses:
People: Old, young, middle aged, fat, slim, thin, tall, dark, beautiful, handsome etc.
Things: Big, small, huge, tiny, tall, short, coloured, description(physical) etc
Two trees were drawn and the participants were encouraged to describe the same based on the
descriptors given to the

Vocabulary – Places in the city
Participants were introduced to the vocabulary of places in their city. This helped them to understand
the locality around them.
Airport: to travel by plane you need to go to the airport.
Bank: this is the place where you deposit, withdraw money or cash a check.
Bookstore / book shop: you can buy books and magazines here.
Department store: a large shop divided into departments selling a great many kinds of goods such as
clothes, household appliances etc
Cinema / movies: where you can see movies.
Petrol pump: where motor vehicles are refueled with gas or petrol, serviced, and sometimes repaired.
It is also called filling station, gas station.
Hospital: a place for ill people when they need an operation or when someone is going to have a baby.
Greengrocer's: where you can buy fruit and vegetables
Grocer's, grocery store: where you can buy foodstuffs and various household supplies
Library: you can buy or borrow books here.
Mall: a large, often enclosed shopping complex containing various stores, businesses, and restaurants
Post office: a place where postage stamps are sold and other postal business is conducted.
Park: a public area kept in its natural state and usually reserved for the enjoyment and recreation of
visitor where children can play or you can walk your dog.
Restaurant: you can eat something in a restaurant
School: where children learn.
Train station, railway station: where you can buy a ticket and travel by train
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